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What is in this course:

• What is a Silicon Photomultiplier SiPM
• Differences with Photomultiplier Tubes
• What kind of signal is output from a SiPM
• How to process the signal outptut from a SiPM
• Some examples of SiPM applications
• Lab
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A silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) is a solid-state single-
photon-sensitive devices built from an avalanche
photodiode (APD) array on common silicon substrate. For a
complete description of this device could be necessary a
full course. We don’t care of the SiPM physics but only of
the electronic aspect of their use. We can image a SiPM as
a solid-state version of the Photomultiplier tube, and in the
following we’ll discuss about the main differences.

The APDs are often named micro-cells.

How the SiPM are specified?

The importance of datasheets and the ability to read

For example is shown the Advansid SiPM datasheets:

ASD-NUV1S-P

ASD-RGB1S-P
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From the analysis of the SiPM datasheets some differences
between a Photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and a SiPM are
highligthed

• The supply voltage
• The dark-current
• The effective active area

The main difference is in the effective active area. How to
increase the effective active area?

Using array of SiPM.

For example is shown the Advansid SiPM array datasheets:

ASD-NUV3S-P-4x4TD.
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What kind of signal is output from a SiPM?

The set-up, SiPM coupled with a plastic scintillator:

HV

DETECTOR

PREAMPLIFIER

CH1 50 Ohm CH2 50 OhmDIGITAL SCOPE

PASSIVE SPLITTER 50 Ohm
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Peak and Quenching of the output pulse.

Show the dark current.

In large SiPM the peak is cut by the bandwidth.
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How to process the signal output from  a SiPM, a typical DC
coupled amplifier.
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First of all the HV power supply

Why a DC coupled amplifier

Why the offset recovery (current feedback opamp)
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The pole-zero idea:

starting from a modeled signal

Modeled signal                          Real signal

The idea is to subtract the slow components from the
whole signal. The slow components of the simulated
signals are in the following image:
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So in the following picture there are all the involved signals
and the final results:

The green trace is the SiPM signal after pole-zero
compensation.

When it can be useful?

Against pile-up.
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Other processing chains for SiPM:

the spectroscopic chain as in the OMEGA MICRO chips
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Charge preamplifier, shaper and peak detector can be
easily recognized.

mailto:callier@omega.in2p3
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Some examples of SiPM applications

The simplest applycation is a cosmic-ray telescope. This is a
full physics experiment. The SiPMs are used to look at the
ligth produced in some plastic scintillators. When the
trigger freezes the SiPMs output status some LEDs show
the muon track. The telescope embodies the HV generator,
a fully programmable trigger circuit, a simple dataway for
DAQ. Every circuit in the telescope is controlled by a
microprocessor.

Show the video…

Other SiPM applications just realized today:

PETs, muon trackers, spectroscopic applications and so on.
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How to test SiPM: LED pulsers

Voltage or current driving?

Voltage driving is simple and for example it can be built
using OPAMPs.

Current driving  can predict charge and discharge time,
these can be also simmetrical.

PULSE

Vrf

Vcc
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PULSE
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Now an application for CTA is under development in AGE
Scientific.
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Electronics for SiPM

Entry level: SiPM-AMP (AGE Scientific), it will be tested
along the lab.

High level: CAEN Educational kits, a SiPM dedicated kit will
be tested alng the lab.

Experiment equipments: OMEGA chips, supported by
many institutes and by CAEN.

SiPM supplier:

Amamatsu, SensL, Advansid, First Sensor
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Lab

• SiPM-AMP an integrated bias amplifier for SiPM
• Zero-pole compensation
• CAEN SiPM educational system


